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Midwest Moving
offers complete
residential and
commercial
services:

 Corporate
Equipment/Driver
Leasing

 Interstate
Trucking/
Household Moving

 Office and
Industrial Moving

 National Accounts
Household Moving

 Electronics
 Furniture
Installations
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your heavy book bag? Now, imagine

resources to better create a quality

making the same journey carrying your

education for every child.

teacher’s desk! That’s exactly what the
intrepid team from Midwest Moving did
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manager to review safe
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the walls.

"Toolbox Talks" are held

Safety rules range from
proper lifting techniques
to keeping the work area
clean.

a success, call

"Compliance with program at least once a quarter
is monitored through 360o and bring together

(888) 722-MOVE

feedback from employees, drivers, movers,
operations managers,
supervisors, and

“We have
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Chicago Public Schools continued
extensive remodeling. Midwest Moving’s Domenick
Shanholtzer evaluated the ChiArts construction projects,
designated rooms on all three floors for temporary
storage, and developed a comprehensive delivery plan

Midwest Moving and Storage
1255 Tonne Road
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
1-888-722-MOVE (6683)

that was executed on time.
“We carried a lot of furniture up and down stairs,”
explained Domenick Shanholtzer. “The Midwest Moving
crew responded to a last minute ChiArts request and set
up seventeen classrooms and
seven labs for student

Midwest Moving & Storage is a full
service Chicago moving company
that been providing relocation
services since 1983: Chicago
moves, suburban moves, executive
moves, and apartment moves

Experts at Reducing
Relocation Downtime

orientation. Once the
orientation was completed, we
relocated all items to their
final destination. We worked
closely with the teachers to
make sure their classrooms
were set up exactly how they wanted.”
Blaine Schmidlapp wrote, “Thank you for the great
experience with Midwest Moving and Storage during the
recent Chicago Public School consolidation. As Director in
charge of furniture for this project, it was a great relief
knowing that we had a reliable partner to help make this

For a free on-line estimate,
visit our website at
www.midwestmoving.com

assignment successful. It was our job to locate furniture
from a wide range of closing schools to take to a wide
range of welcoming schools. Overall, this was one tough
project, and I am not sure it would have been as
successful as it was without the leadership and
participation of many outstanding Midwest team members.
Thank you for a great experience!”
Midwest Moving won this job over a pool of certified

Zero Complaints

movers and looks forward to bidding on the upcoming
Chicago Public Schools Headquarters move.

Safety continued
gone almost 12 months without a loss time accident,"
added Ruth Bernal. "Employees recently
recognized for safe practices are: Chris
Hurd, Pedro Rodriguez and Nicholas
Greco.”
Employees will continue to be
recognized if the following criteria are
met:


No Accidents/Damage



No Customer Complaints



Must Be On Time and In Uniform

Spotting

